
 
Vocabulary for Reading Part A & B 

 

Match the words with the definitions:  

Vocabulary Match Definition 

1. competent  a) on the outside, not at the centre 

2. compatible  b) necessary or fundamental 

3. adverse  c) having the skills to be able to do a particular task 

4. component  d) to send something in another direction 

5. peripheral  e) looked for 

6. infuse  f) bad or harmful 

7. integral   g) an emphatic statement 

8. antidote  h) the way a person walks 

9. divert  i) fill / flavour water (tea) 

10. sought  j) relating to / caused by a number of aspects 

11. solely  k) causing an emotional reaction, often anger, often deliberately 

12. declaration  l) works well with another thing 

13. multifactorial  m) medicine taken to act against a poison/ a solution to a general 
problem 

14. gait  n) relating only to that thing 

15. provocative  o) a smaller part of a bigger functioning process or machine 

 

Exercise 2 

Which vocabulary from above would you relate to the below prompts?  

1. I think we’ll have to do some work with the physio. gait  
2. Your skin cancer is not related to smoking. You live in a very hot place.  
3. Has she been bitten by a spider? 
4. There are minimum expectations of all healthcare professionals.  
5. You can’t treat a diabetes patient without their participation.  
6. I don’t think we can blame the development of his condition on one particular cause.   

 



 
 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Answers 

 

Vocabulary Match Definition 

1. competent C having the skills to be able to do a particular task 

2. compatible L works well with another thing 

3. adverse F bad or harmful 

4. component O a smaller part of a bigger functioning process or machine 

5. peripheral A on the outside, not at the centre 

6. infuse I fill / flavour water (tea) 

7. integral        B necessary or fundamental 

8. antidote M medicine taken to act against a poison/ a solution to a general 
problem 

9. divert D to send something in another direction 

10. sought E looked for 

11. solely N relating only to that thing 

12. declaration G an emphatic statement 

13. multifactorial J relating to / caused by a number of aspects 

14. gait H the way a person walks 

15. provocative K causing an emotional reaction, often anger, often deliberately 

 

 

Exercise 2 

Which vocabulary from above would you relate to the below prompts?  

1. I think we’ll have to do some work with the physio. gait  



 
I think the physio can help with your gait.  

2. Your skin cancer is not related to smoking. You live in a very hot place.  

Your skin cancer was caused solely by the sun.  

3. Has she been bitten by a spider? 

She may need the antidote!  

4. There are minimum expectations of all healthcare professionals.  

All healthcare professionals should be competent.  

All we need is a competent specialist.  

5. You can’t treat a diabetes patient without their participation.  
 
A patient’s participation is an integral component of treatment.  
 

6. I don’t think we can blame the development of his condition on one particular cause.   

The development of his condition is not solely based on one particular cause.  

The development of his condition is multifactorial.  

 


